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Issue At Hand
By CARROLL DOTY
Everyone else is doing It, so why
shouldn't we—pick the ten best mo
tion pictures of the past year?
Only this "best 10" will be a bit
different from the others. Usually
the pickers look for the best plots,
best acting, and most artistic pic
tures to put on their list. This pick
er is doing it for fun, however, so
I the ten movies that handed out the
U most entertainment hereby are nomH inated.
Remember, these are by no means
the highest grade pictures to come
out of Hollywood In 1943. They are
just ten motion pictures that handed
this fan an hour and a half of good
entertainment.
Incidentally, the most publicized
picture of the year, "For Whom
the Bells Toll," isn't on the list be
cause it hasn't shown in Stockton as
yet.
MAUREEN O'HARA !!!
Topping this list is RKO'S "The
Fallen Sparrow", starring John Gar
field and Maureen O'Hara. It was a
corny little piece of melodrama, but
I liked it well enough to see it three
times. Miss O'Hara didn't act too
well, but with beauty like that, who
. wants acting.
Second Is the funniest movie these
eyes have seen in years, Jean Ar
thur in "The More the Merrier". Ah
for life In Washington.
Next in line is the story of nurses
in the Philippines, "So Proudly We
Hail", with Claudette Colbert, Paulette Goddard, and Veronica Lake.
Those Goddard-Sunny Tufts scenes
were neat, to say the least.
In fourth spot comes "Immortal
Sergeant," with Henry Fonda and
Maureen O'Hara (again). The only
interesting desert war picture to
come out of Hollywood.
marines on guadal
The story of the Marines on Gua
dalcanal, "Guadalcanal Diary", is
fifth. Easily the bloodiest picture of
the year, it nevertheless belongs on
anyone's "top ten."
Olivia DeHavilland, my best act
ress in pictures, did "Princess O
Rourke" and landed in the sixth
Position. All the DeHavilland gal
has to do is walk across the screen
and the picture is a hit in this "re
viewers" opinion.
All the critics panned "Mr Lucky"
terribly, but for my money Cary
Grant and Laraine Day made a fine
team and land In spot number sev
en.
Not much notice was taken of
the eighth best, "Holy Matrimony,"
but It was Monty Wooley In all his
Klory, with Gracie Field thrown in.
For once "the beard" didn't go
around glaring at people.
A couple of recent musicals, Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland in
Girl Crazy," and
"Thousands
Cheer," take over spots nine and
(See ISSUE, page 5, col. 2)

KNOLES' MESSAGE

No. 20

Duo Wizards

It is a pleasure to send a word of New Year's greeting
to the faculty, students and Navy personnel through the
medium of the Pacific Weekly.
The year 1942 was a year of staggering awareness of
the unpreparedness of the nation. The year 1943 was a
year of unbelievable preparation. The year 1944 must be
a year of victory for decency, order and world peace.
None of us has passed through the intervening months
since Pearl Harbor without in some way being drawn into
the tremendous struggle. Our lives have all been affected,
although in varying degrees.
It is my sincere hope and prayer that each one of you,
in his way, contribute to the utmost dawn of peace and to
the construction of the post war world, guaranteeing the
peace and he Christian way of life to all.
Therefore I wish for each of you personal adjustment
and dedication to the common task. I hope that in the per
formance of your duties you will find contentment and
peace.
TULLY C. KNOLES, President

Stagg to Stanford- - Stern;
Stagg Back to C.O.P.-Masters
Bertuleif, McGovern
Present Second
Student Recital

Vronsky and Babln, world famed duo pianists, will appear at .the
High School Auditorium in the last concert of DeMarcus Brown's Stock
ton Music Series, January 8, through the courtesy of Uncle Sam, who
gave Victor Babln a furlough which allows him to keep engagements in
four cities.

Babin Receives Furlough to
Perform With Vronsky
Tomorrow Night
Duo-Pianists Are Last Artists
In Music Series

Vronsky and Babin, the famous duo-pianists, will be heard in a
varied and fascinating program January 8, 8:15 p.rrr. at the Stockton
High School Auditorium. The Stockton Music Series is presenting
Vronsky and Babin under the direction of De Marcus Brown. Babin,
who recently has been inducted into the United States Army, will
perform tomorrow night during his furlough. Stockton is one of
only four cities that was fortunate enough to receive his services

RUSSIAN-BORN
Both artists were born in Russia.
Kiev was the birthplace of Vitya
Vronsky. It was there that she fol
lowed the courses at the Conserva
tory, and at the age of fifteen made
her first concert tour as solo pianist.
After further study she appeared in
the principal European capitals. In
England she played with orchestra
under Mengelberg.
Moscow was the birthplace of Vic
tor Babin. After the Revolution, he
studied piano under Artur Schnabel
and composition under Franz Schre(See Babin Performs, page 2. col. 5)

Staggs Donate
Chapel Window

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Alonzo Stagg
made another beneficial contribu
tion to the College of Pacific—this
time in the form of a beautiful
stained glass window for the Morris
Chapel.
The window which arrived here
last week from San Francisco has
been installed in the Clerestory of
the south side of the Chapel. The
principal motifs of the window de
pict the figures of Amos and Ruth
from the Old Testament chartcters.
Surmounting the figure of Ruth is
the design of the ivy leaf, a symbol
of hope, while above the portrayal of
the prophet is the traditional seven
branched candlestick. A rich ruby
By CARROLL DOTY
here dominates the color design of
Doc Eiselen leaned back in his chair, thought a minute, and said: the window with strong accents of
VVe will knock Germany out of the war on August 22, 1944."
blue and white.

Eiselen Looks To The Future;

Sees August 22 End For Germany

That was the start of an interview with the amiable history
professor which has come to be tradition here at Pacific. Each
year Eiselen predicts, and more often than not, he is right.
It was a shocking start, to say the least.
He then went on to say that he looked for a stepping up of the
Pacific War, but not an all-out offensive against the Japs. "I look
lor the year 1944 to bring, rather, a fight for bases," commented
Eiselen. "The Gilbert and Marshall Islands will come high on the
United Nations priority list, as well as the key Japanese base of
(See EISELEN PREDICTS, page 4, col. 1)

Mr. O. H. Ritter, executive vice
president of the College stated that
four more of the windows will be
ready during coming months. With
the addition of the Stagg window,
there wil] only be three more spaces
available for designation before the
entire project is complete.

Eleanor Bertuleit assisted by
William McGovern will present the
^second student recital in the Con
servatory, Sunday afternoon, Jan
uary 9, at 4:00 o'clock. Miss Bertu
leit, a senior from Portland, Ore
gon, will perform on the Conserva
tory organ and Mr. McGovern will
present a vocal solo.
January 18, Allan Bacon, organ
ist, and J. Henry Welton, tenor, will
present the second Faculty Recital
This Sunday's program is as fol
lows:
I
Toccata and Adagio
Bach
(from Toccata, Adagio and Fugue
in C major)
Allegro in F Sharp Minor Guilmant
Prelude, Fugue et Variation
Cesar Franck
II
The Lord Is My Light
Allitsen
Mr. McGovern
III
Pastorale, From First Organ Sonata
Guilmant
Choral-Improvisation, "Jerusalem,
Thou High-Tower'd City" KarkElert

Alpha Gamma Sigma
Initiates Members

Seven new members will be in
itiated into Alpha Gamma Sigma,
Junior Colelge Honorary Society, to
night at eight o'clock in the SCA
Building.
The candlelight ceremony will be
conducted by Alta McClintock, pres
ident of the Society. Officers who
will assist her are Earlene Waters,
vice president, and June Cooley, sec
retary-treasurer.
Students who are eligible to the
(See Alpha Gamma, page 2, col. 3)

fouth Conference
lisenssed

Possibilities of organizing a youth
conference were discussed at the
C.A. cabinet meeting Monday
night Like the Sunday Chapel serv
ice it would be non-sectarian, and
representatives of every creed
would be urged to participate.

Dr. Wassa to Speak
At Marriage Forum

Birth control will be the subject
of discussion at the Marriage Forum
which will meet at the S. C. A. build
ing on January 12, at 4:30 p.m. Dr.
HHdegard Wassa, psychiatrist and
M.D., will be the speaker.

Bill Stern, NBC's ace sportcaster,
pulled a fast one out of the hat on
his New Year's Eve Sports Newsreel of the Air, when he announced
"exclusively", at the end of his pro
gram, that Amos Alonzo Stagg, Pa
cific's Coach of the Year, was mov
ing to Palo Alto to take up the du
ties of head football coach at Leland
Stanford University.
The news came as a complete sur
prise to all of Stern's listeners.
Stanford's Indians, out of football
for the 1943 season, after the fab
ulous rags to riches, T formation
years of Frankie Albert and Co.,
has no Navy or Marine detachment
on its campus. Most of the male
students there are either ineligible
Army trainees, or civilian 4-F's and
17-year-olds.
WOULD BE BIG SCOOP
For the Big Red Machine to once
(See Stagg to Stanford, p. 4, col. 3)

Hayward, Walker
Return Today From
Ohio Conference
Rev. Hollis Hayward and Betty
Jean Walker returned to Stockton
today from Wooster, Ohio, where
they attended the National Student
Conference on World Missions of
the Church.
The conference was composed of
representatives from Y.M.C.A.'s, Y.
W.C.A.'s, and S.C.A.'s all over the
United States and Canada. Students
from abroad who are attending
American colleges were also pres
ent. How to guide the world's future
events in a more Christian trend
was the subject of discussion.
Rev. Hayward represented one
out of twenty-five local S.C.A. staff
secretaries chosen to attend. Betty
Jean was one out of nine students
of the southwest Pacific region of
S.C.A.'s. The quota of students
present was five hundred.

Pacific to
Be Saluted
The Bank of America Hour,
heard each Sunday locally over
KGDM, the Columbia Broad
casting System's Stockton out
let. will salute the CoDege of
the Pacific over its program
this coming Sunday, January
9, it was announced this week
by CBS.
Each week the program,
which is heard at 9:30 p. m.,
salutes a California univer
sity or college. This week the
Bank of America glee club
will sing "Pacific Hail", and
the announcer will recall a
short history of Pacific, Cal
ifornia's oldest college.
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WAVES in Action**AviationMachinist'sMaU

First Lt. Chris Papas has been
awarded the Distinguished Flying
Cross in the Southwest Pacific.
The citation reads, "For extraor
dinary achievement" while partici
It seems to have been a very
pating in 200 hours of operational
flight missions in the Southwest Merry Christmas for all, and an es
By BRUCE BALES
Pacific area during which hostile pecially HAPPY NEW YEAR. Some
1943—The year of changes ha- contact was probable and expected." of us celebrated a little more vigor
passed into the history books. The
The operations included bombing ously than others, Have you noticed
year that all of us changed our missions against airdromes and in John "Guadalcanal" Snooks lately?
dress, our way of living, our school stallations and attacks on naval ves After many months in that horror
ing and all; the year we became sels and shipping. Throughout these of the Pacific, subjected to dangers
members of the United States Na
operations, the citation stated, Lt. of all sorts, John, commonly known
vy; the year that we came to Pacific
Papas demonstrated outstanding to all as Snooksie, emerged un
(most of us); the year that College
ability, courage and devotion to du scathed, with head bloody but un
of the Pacific became nationally ty.
bowed, but after this New Year's
known in the realm of football; the
Eve celebration Snooksie emerged
He is now on active duty with a
year that we almost took the Pa
merely with a head that was bloody,
cific Coast Championship; the year bombardment squadron of the 5th directly due perhaps to San Fran
that Mr. A. A. Stagg achieved more Air Force, which is playing a major cisco and its dens of iniquity.
fame as Football's Coach of the role in Gen. MacArthur's offensive
Assistant Editor Carroll Doty has
Year; the year that the tide of war against the South and Southwest informed the campus that while he
Pacific.
turned in favor of the Allied Na
was home in Sacramento he found
tions.
that B.T.O. means not Big Time Op
OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGPAPH
Lt. Bill Schroebel has been in the erator, but Bell Telephone operator.
These girls, too, wear the trim Navy blue Mainbocher uniform when
Yes, all of that is gone. And so is news from the Italian War Front. Doty also became quite a rabid fan
.hey re off duty, but when they're doing this particular win-the-war
job with the WAVES they wear speciallyrdesigned coveralls. Thev
our 10-day leave! That's the part He explained the community life of of the one night stand proposition,
aDDear
a tnni*
mmo tinkering ..
JaL
_? i_.
. *
new, af
at fir*
the game,
- Fe,ur 3
, e npw
with
an airplane
engine
that hurts. From what we hear, ev fellows on the War Front who live "Number please."
out thats because they are only students in the U. S. Naval Training
eryone had a swell time. You just in fox holes and also the differences
You know it is really a wonder
school at Norman, Okla. After four months' training,.following in
can't help it with ten whole days of in fox holes in a communique which that our profs stay as good natured
doctrination, they wear the rating badge shown in the inset — Aviation
freedom to do just as you please. was recently released from the Ital as they do. Some of the answers
-\tE4tlrMate';7h-i'rd„ClKSi.Th,ere ar-e ™any imP°rtant jobs in the
.
for mecnanically-irfclined, patriotic American girls, 20 to 36
The best thing of all, we believe, ian front.
they receive in their exams are pret
TO have
i7aV6 had
hsd two
twn years'
VParc' 111
crVi or
/it* TonclnAea
*
3-ears old, who
high
business school training.
was the sleeping in after 6:00 a.m.
Lt. Schroebel received his commis ty far-fetched. There was one mem
It's been a long time since that was sion some time ago at Ft. Benning, ber of a Marriage class who when
possible. It takes a 10-day leave Ga.
asked To write a little something
ance a deep-flowing ease, a rhyth
and six months in the service to
about the two basic forms of mar
mical brilliance." — Claudia Cassidy
show one how to really appreciate
Hugh Matthews, now a flight in riage, answered, "There are two bas
in TRIBUNE.
(Continued from page 1)
a few days off.
structor, recently received his wings ic forms of marriage. In ancient
TORONTO—(Jan. 28-30, 1943) "The
and was commissioned a second times a man was allowed to have ker. As a composer, Mr. Babin has
No doubt all of you can match
published several peerless duo-piano combination of
lieutenant on graduating from the more than one wife. This was called already had
this feeling. Last Monday we came
Vitya Vronsky and Victor Babin
AAF pilot school at Marfa, Texas. polygamy, but we moderns have a works. His Concerto for 2 Pianos
to classes with a far-off vacation
was heard again in a fascinating
He specialized in twin-engine planes different form. In this form a man had its first American performance
look in our eyes and it was extreme
program."—GLOBE & MAIL.
with
the
Chicago
Orchestra
in
1939
is
allowed
only
one
wife.
This
is
and was assigned to Marfa Field
ly hard to settle down to the rou
the following season with 'the N. Y. MINNEAPOLIS—(April 7, 1943) "A
called Monotony."
from Polaris Flight Academy.
tine work. Instead of the black
Dan Terry is looking particularly Philharmonic Society, Leopold Sto- realization of beauty and artistry."
board we saw in our vacation-happy
'pink cloudish" this week. The kowski conducting; Mr. Babin and -TRIBUNE.
vision a dreamy picture of far
Ensign Herbert Witt recently re
cause of it all, it seems, is that Miss Vronsky at the two pianos, at
away Hollywood, and instead of the ceived his commission as a deck
SAN FRANCISCO—(April 25, 1943)
"G-inny" Jensen is wearing his ring both performances.
prof's lectures our ears were hear officer after an eight-week midship
"There are several top-notch twoon her third finger left hand. That
Vronsky
and
Babin
met
when
ing Harry James and his Music man course at Notre Dame Univer
was fast work, Terry. The campus they were fellow students. With piano teams before the public.
Makers pounding it out in the Pal sity. He is now stationed at Har
was really surprised and amazed, in their marriage they renounced their Vronsky and Babin proved to be
ladium. As far as we know, Holly vard University studying communi
fact a great deal of us were "Fryed" separate careers to create a glowing the best of them all."—EXAMIN
wood is the number one service cations.
ER.
by the whole affair.
art of their own.
men's town in the nation. It has
What's this we hear about Betsy
everything—and all for the man in
WIDE ACCLAIM
George Bruno was recently pro Rafferty playing in and out the win
uniform. Service men are welcome
General approval of the premier
moted to the grade of corporal and dow over at Manor Hall. It's a
everywhere, and there IS everything
given his silver gunner's wings good trick if you can do it, I guess duo-pianists are as follows.:
to do. Just an evening stroll down
when he completed the flexible gun the Navy is added incentive, eh Bet NEW YORK—(Carnegie Hall Re
Vine street at Hollywood Blvd. is
cital, Dec. 8, 1942) "They show the
nery course for radio men at Yuma sy?
liberty well spent. But there is
most eclectic taste and the most ex
Airport. Prior to his training in
So
it's
1944.
We'll
probably
not
much more than that. Earl Carrols,
EVERY
flexible gunnery he graduated from see all the changes we would like ceptional musicianship. There is the
the Hollywood Canteen, Grauman's
the radio operator's and mechanic's to take jSlace with only 365 days to sensation of one master artist at
Afternoon
.
2:30-5:00
famed Chinese Theatre, are all (and
school at Sioux Falls, S. D.
accomplish them in, but here's one work."—Olin Downes in TIMES.
Evening
.
7:30-10:30
more than) they claim. And of
Quartermaster Sergeant Robert wish that can come true.
"Two-piano sonorities that ap
course we have the one and only
Here's to the jhips of our Navy, proaeh the orchestral." — Oscar
SUNSET STRIP. Then the U.S.O. G. Amend has been serving in the
and the ladies of our land;
Thompson in SUN.
is the best ever. You can't buy any South Pacific since January, 1943
May the first be ever well rigged, BOSTON — (Dec. 2, 1942) "We
thing in there if you really want to.
and the latter well manned.
Did we mention Radio City, home
should be perfectly willing on the
Maxwell Field, Ala.—Lawrence H
West Weber at Lincoln
P.S. Didn't mention the Marine basis of yesterday's exacting con
NBC and CBS? To servicemen Pleau, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
tickets to all the shows and pro L. Pleau. 126 E. Alder St., Stockton, Corps cause we know they're al cert to state that they are the best
grams are available for the asking. Calif., is now enrolled as an aviation ways there first.
we have heard."—HERALD
Watching the big-time radio stars cadet in the AAF Pre-Flight School
CHICAGO—(Dec. 13. 1942) "Vron
put on their shows is well worth for Pilots at Maxwell Field, Ala
sky and Babin are my choice for the
the trip to the city of the "stars. bama, an installation of the Army
(Continued from page 1)
most interesting of the two-piano
Air Force's Training Command.
society must maintain a 2.3 scholar teams. There is about their perform
As you can see this reporter is
Here the cadets are receiving nine ship record. Those who are eligible
boosting Hollywood, but we love it.
weeks of intensive military, physi this semester are: Caryl RothenAnd you will too if you ever have
cal and academic training prepara bush, Anita Harris, Helen Boron.
the opportunity to visit the place'
tory to beginning their actual flight
Samuel Mann, Lorraine Froenhert,
%
during wartime.
instruction at one of the many pri Thelma Berg, and Melva Leffler.
1944—The year that we're looking
mary flying schools in the Army AirFollowing the initiation, an in
forward to success . . . the year
Force's Eastern Flying Command. formal program will be given and
that our armies shall conquer . . .
Cadet Pleau attended Stockton refreshments will be served.
the year that peace might come
Junior College, 1942-43.
Faculty advisors of the society
again . .
the year that will see
are
Dr. Ralph Eckert and Miss
Your Sweets Made to
many of us through Midshipmen
Caroline Shrodes. Present members
Order
School . . . the year of action.
are Pat Barret, June Cooley. EarlYes, the new year comes in with
PACIFIC AVENUE
ene Waters, Mary Lou Healy, Betty
promise of many things to come.
Hogan, Inez Knutzen, Ellen Yocum,
There will be many more changes
and Alta McClintock.
and then more yet. We are looking

(pacific
y)faneuvers

Babin Performs

|

n

SKATING
STOCKTON

ICE RINK

Alpha Gamma

Charles A.

Tuxedo

Pastry Shop

Sunday Chapel, from now on, will
be held at 11:00 instead of 9:30. This
was the time chosen by students at
a pole taken on Dec. 19.

Rev. Hollis Hayward will speak
on the Wooster conference this Sun
day, and Ruth Asay will be vocal
soloist with Professor Allan Bacon
And now for some explanation. In at the organ.
our last "You're In the Navy" col
umn we went to considerable length t o d i s c o v e r u p o n p u b l i c a t i o n ,
leading up to the numerous opinions through no fault of our own, that all
(Honest! there were lots of 'em) but a few were never printed. Apolthat were so generously given only ogies to those willing contributors.

Jewelers

We Specialize

Change in Sunday
Chapel Time

forward to them with anticipation.
And these will all be a part of a
much greater movement. For the
Navy will play an ever increasing
role in the international changes
that are underway. We are proud to
be able to take part in this action.

Haas

in

Norman Higgins

Alert
Clea ners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE

Logan's

Identification

DISTINCTIVE

Bracelets

PORTRAITURE
SINCE 1896

Phone 7-7869

20 N. San Joaquin

2117 Pacific Ave.

Phone 2-2148

MAIN STREET
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SPORTS PARADE
By FRANK HOLMES

FRANK HOLMES, Editor

Far be it for the Tiger cagers to be outdone by the C.O.P. football
earn.
The basketball season is now well under way and so is Kris Kjeld5en's aggregation stepping into stride. The Pacific men have a wellounded schedule and meet outstanding teams such as California, St.
tiary's Pre-Flight, and the Alameda Coast Guard.
Already they have been recognized as a power on the coast. In
pick Dunkel's Converse Rating, College of the Pacific is fourth in the
with
Far West. St. Mary's Pre-Flight, led by Hank Luisetti, is first,
izaga University looming up in second place, and the University of
shington third.

Bengals Prepare for Cal;
Nose Livermore Flyers, 31-30
By AL MELCEIt

After a ten-day layoff, the basketball quintet mentored by Kris
Kjeldsen is back at work again. And they are still just about the
most deadly shooting group in this area.
In their last scrimmage the Tigers banged some 71 points
through the hoop, with Andy Wolfe's left hand becoming so consis
tent that Manager George Hoffbauer was obliged to put up three
NZAGANS HAVE GREAT TEAM
All reports from the Northwest indicate that the Gonzagans have one new nets during the course of the evening.

E

the greatest teams for that school in years. However, it is not in my
estimation alone, but also in the estimation of the experts that Pacific
holds a good chance of dumping any one of these teams. Of course, it
is true that Gonzaga is not on the Tiger schedule, but there is always
the possibility that a game could be arranged. When, and if, it does
happen, you may look forward to one of the outstanding games of the
year in Pacific Coast basketball.
*

*

*

It is true that the Navy V-12 programj has brought success to the
College of the Pacific in football, and now again in basketball. Pacific
making a name and establishing prestige that will be hard to erase
after the V-12ers leave.

PACIFIC ON TOP IN YEARS TO COME
Under proper management and guidance. Pacific should be able to
hold this prestige in future years, and thus become one of the ranking
schools on the Coast.
Congratulations to Aft MeCaffray for his outstanding performance
in the East-West Shrine game. Art turned in a first class game and for
Ibixty minutes was all over the ball field.

ARTIE SETS NEW RECORD

In their pre-holiday games the
Tigers split even, defeating Livermore Air Base, 31 to 30, and drop
ping a 30 to 26 decision to the St.
Mary's Pre-Flighters.
MISSED O'KEEFE
In the losing session the home
team was without the services of
their first
four guards and center
Rich O'Keefe. Bob Fairwell and Ed
Fennelly, who worked along with
Johnny McCann, did yeoman back
board work. Playing against All
Coast George Ziegenfuss f r o m
Washington, Hank Ulm. and the al
ready gray-haired Ed Cottom of
Purdue, the "gold dust twins" per
formed brilliantly, blocking under
the basket in much the same style
as Southern California casaba tossers.

MeCaffray has established a new record, for it was the first time in
McCann picked off everything
the history of the annual East-West classic that any man had played that came down the center aisle,
the full game without relief.
and meanwhile, Messrs. Wolfe and
*
*
*
"Decoy" Brown kept the offense
Bob Fairwell, one of the "Gold Dust Twins," is a very good basket rolling.
ball player and should figure
in on Pacific's endeavors very much this
This combination kept the Preseason.
Flights on the short end for 32 min
However, one thing in question is that he should stick to his own
utes, and it wasn't until the de
field. Just because he wears boxing shoes is no sign he is a great pugi
fense tired badly that St. Mary's
list.
was able to take command.
SAID ED TO THE REFEREE
I am referring to the game a few nights ago in which Bob and his
lartner, Ed Fennelly, got the referees cornered and gave them a lecture
m basketball in no uncertain terms.
It seems that the referees called a few bad ones, and the "Twins"
(See Sports Parade, page 5, col. 2)

TIGERS RAGGED
Against Livermore the Tigers
played raggedly during the first can
to, and finally got going in the final
few minutes. The game hit a cli
max in the final seconds when John
ny McCann picked up a loose ball
and passed it to O'Keefe who set
up a shot after the gun sounded,
McCann being fouled on the play.
The question arose as to whether
McCann was fouled before the gun
sounded, and things were popping
on the floor lor a while. Finally the
referee awarded McCann a free
shot, and Johnny cooly stepped up
and put it through the hoop, tying
up the game.
The Tigers won rather handily in
the overtime period to take the dis
puted contest.
CAL ON JAN. 22
The squad is now preparing for
the Moffat Field game this weekend
at Sacramento. Currently Wolfe.
Brown, O'Keefe, McCann, and de
pendable Charlie Cooke, a product
of Benny Neff's continuity screen at
Lowell in San Francisco, are com
posing the first five.
With two new
patterns at their disposal the Ti(See Bengals Prepare, page 4, col. 5)

Coach o f the Year Returns

To Old Stamping Ground

By CARROLL DOTY
It's beginning to look as if NBC's
ace sportcaster, Bill Stern, pulled a
quickie over his New Year's Eve
show, when he came out with the
exclusive that Amos Alonzo Stagg
was packing up bag and baggage
to go back to the farm, said farm
being the Palo Alto campus of Stan
ford University.
Or did he?
A1 Masters, Stanford's general
manager, was quick to deny Stern's
"scoop." But then, Masters always
has been quick to deny almost ev
erything. He denied that the In
dians were going to quit football,
that Shaughnessy was leaving for
Maryland, and even that poor old
"Tiny" Thornhill was getting the
sack.
NO DENIAL FROM STAGG
What we'd like to hear is a de
nial from the grand old man him
self, and so far as we know, that de
nial hasn't been forthcoming. Mr.
Stagg has had one of his greatest
years at Pacific in 1943, and Mr.
Masters stated that Stanford
wouldn't think of stealing him from
Pacific.
That's something new, charity
without larceny among colleges con
cerning football.
At the present time "Double A" is
still on the College of the Pacific
payroll. And Stanford seemingly
would just as soon he stay there.
But you can't get around that fact
that the Indians have no coach,
with Jim Lawson in the Navy and
Marchie Schwartz on a "leave of"
absence," and also that the pressure
is on the peninsula school to get
back into the grid game and stay
there.
WHAT'S THE ANSWER?
No sir, we'd feel a lot better if
Amos Alonzo Stagg would deny the
whole thing himself.

"Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home." Coach Amos
Alonzo Stagg has once again returned to Chicago, the city which
knew him as the coach of the University of Chicago for 41 years.
The "grand old man of football" had been planning on returning
•
*
*
to the scene of his early coaching days in order to renew old ac
College of the Pacific's two contri
quaintances and to review in his memory past events and experi
ences. The fact that he has been chosen Coach of the Year enabled butions to the Shrine classic, Ensign
Preston Johnston and Ail American
him to return to his home city sooner than he had expected.
Festivities will be held for a week
In his honor by the citizens of Chi
cago. Mr. Stagg left Stockton in
December and arrived in Chicago
January 4, to be the guest of honor
at a press reception held in the af
ternoon.
"Convening with men of
the newspaper profession always in
terests me. I enjoy being with re
porters because of their intelligence
and alertness," stated the "grand
old man."
GOLD PIGSKIN
A gold football will be awarded
the coach tonight between halves of
the Purdue - Chicago basketball
game to be held in Maroon Field
House. In addition Mr. Stagg will
receive the "coach of the year"
award tomorrow night in Chicago
Stadium between halves of the Chicago-De Paul basketball game. Ev
ery football coach in America was
automatically eligible for this honor,
and Stagg was chosen because of
his exceptional qualities of leader
ship, and ability to successfully
coach a team also outstanding in
strength and spirit. A luncheon
sponsored by the Alumni Associa
tion will be given for Stagg the fol

Coach Jackson s
Brother Becomes
Colonel
fs '3'0'Urec* above is a cartoon of other years at Pacific, showing Coachalph Francis and Kris Kjeldsen among their Tiger cagers. Francis
now gone to war, but Kris remains and is having one of his greatest
asons with a V-12 team. Just for the record, that's Kjeldsen, next to
e tall boy.

Earl Jackson has received word
that his brother, R. S. Jackson, sta
tioned overseas in the Eighth Air
Force Command, has been promot
ed to a Colonel.

lowing Wednesday at the Univer
sity Club.
TEAM WITH HIM
At the outset of his trip, Mr.
Stagg was questioned as to how it
felt to be chosen this season's most
outstanding coach. His reply was:
"I alone have not been honored; it
is the combination of cooperation,
ability to learn and carry out in
structions in behalf of the team, de
termination, and skillful leadership
which puts a coach on top. One man
alone cannot succeed if he does not
have other factors on his side. MY
TEAM WAS WITH ME."

Artie MeCaffray, did right well for
themseves, thank you.
"Triple A" MeCaffray was the
iron man of the day, something un
usual for East-West games, but not
so unusual for the big Tiger tackle.
It's not just paper talk to say that
Artie played his usual game, and
his usual game is right up on top
of nearly every play. And to top it
off, he blocked one of the Eastern
ers' attempted placements.
PRESTO BOOTS 'EM
"Presto" Johnston was the best
kicker in the game, getting off two
beauties. One rolled dead inside the
(See Doty Sports, page 5. col. 2)

The Intramural Scene
By BOB KLINGER
Intramural director Jim Watson announced that the basketball league
would be resumed after a ten-day rest. Barracks C, undefeated in league
competition, will play Building E today at 4:30.
BARRACKS I) WINS TWO
In league play Barracks D beat Town 31-22, and Building E 43-28.
Barracks C won a smashing victory over A-2, by the score of 38-33. Bar
racks B waxed A-l 42-12. A-2 also beat A-l 24-19.
The schedule for the next week will be as follows: Wed., Jan. 12,
B vs. D and Town vs. E; Friday, Jgn. 14, A-l vs. D.
THE STANDINGS
The standings for the Intramural Basketball League are as follows:
Team
D
B
C
A-2
E
Town
A-l

Won
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Lost
o0
0
1
1
1
2

Percentage
1.000
1.000
1.000
.500
.000
.000
.000
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Eiselen Predicts
(Continued from page 1)
liabaul, but the big push won't come
this year."

AMERICAN
HEROES
BY LEFF

RUSSIA A RIDDLE
The good Doctor refused to com
ment on the Russian situation, re
ferring rather to Winston Church
ill's statement that, "Russia is a rid
die, wrapped In mystery, inside of
an enigma-" And that takes care
of Russia.
Eiselen continued, "There will be
a presidential election in 1944—and
one candidate will be named Roose
velt. Right now Dewey looks like
his likely opponent, but th^re are
many other possibilities." He went
on to point .out that the way the
war is going with Germany will
have a great deal to do with the
election, but wouldn't venture a pre
diction on the outcome at this early
date.
TIGERS NOT SO HOT
Just for their record, I asked the
Doc how he thought the Tiger elev
en would do next fall, for the bene
fit of some of the pre-season dopesters. He took a moment of pro
found thought, and then concluded
that "Pacific will not have as good
a team in 1944." Amazing!
Getting back to the issue at hand,
Eiselen foresees a rise in prices, but
no run away inflation. He also
thinks there will be considerable
more trouble with strikes, but not
enough to cause a "major disrup
tion of production."
In talking of the U-boat campaign, or lack of it, he thinks the
Germans may be waiting until we
launch an invasion of the contin
ent, and then send their subs out en
mass trying to cut our supply lines.

When Richard Breckenridge's submarine made a hurried dive off
Japan, a hatch jammed, but he ignored the order to abandon the
rapidly flooding conning tower and remained behind, desperately
trying to fasten it. By succeeding, he saved vital equipment for his
submarine and became the first enlisted man in the submarine service
to win the Navy Cross. He was willing to give his life. How much of >
vour income will von invest in Payroll Savings?
11111 • in—ii

I'

S

firtt.otrv I )**urtnient

Snowfall Formal
(Continued from page 5)

Carpenter, Mike Connelly; Florence
Dwelley, Jack Hurley; Jackie Newcomb, Tom Bryant; Becky Roset,
Dick Ormond; Dot Coleman, Clar
ence A. Brown; Cam Jamieson,
Frank Domenichini- Doris Jean
Rehnert, Ray Olivieri; Barbara
MacNider, Bill Lyon; Virginia Rathbun, Don Stewart; Mary Barbara
INVASION IN APRIL
When asked when he thought the Baer, Sam Chaney.
invasion of the continent would
come, Eiselen stated: "I look for an last year, and following at Washing
April invasion of the continent, or ton, Quebec, Moscow, Cairo, and
maybe in late March, if the weather Teheran, Russia and China are now
is good. General Eisenhower just around the same tables with Roose
took over command in England, and velt and Churchill, and Doctor Ei
knowing that he likes to have thor selen feels that this will aid both
ough organization before he strikes, in the prosecution of the war and
I don't see how it can come any the planning of the peace to follow.

sooner."

The British will take over most
of the Italian front," continued Eise
len. "On the Western front, the in
vasion force will be made up of
about 70 per cent American troops
and 30 per cent British. That is a
fair apportionment, according to the
respective populations of the two
nations, but I think that that is one
reason an invasion has been this
long in coming. The British would
prefer taking a long time with the
war, years maybe, to knock out Ger
many, while we want to polish Hit
ler off as soon as possible to have
a free hand in the Pacific."

At this time last year we were
still fighting
in Tunisia, chasing
Rommel across the desert. But now
the Mediterranean is all ours, as
well as the Italian fleet, which, ac
cording to Eiselen, will play an im
portant part in sea battles to come.

To close the interview, Eiselen
concluded that American War Pro
duction went over the top in 1943.
"It just about reached its peak," he
stated. If the Germans collapse in
1944, production this coming year
will be smaller. If not, it will be
pretty much the same. Even now
we are cutting back on the produc
tion of some smaller articles. Ap
parently only aircraft production
CUT THROAT COMPETITION
On the subject of Anglo-American can go up any appreciable amount."
relations, Eiselen feels that America
The war with Germany over on
and Britain will be united against August 22, no big offensive against
the Japanese politically and militar Japan for a year, invasion of the
ily, but not economically. "England
continent in April, more strikes, an
knows that she must regain her other U-boat campaign, and a ter
commercial interests, as well as new rific fight
over the soldier vote.
ones, to once again be a world pow
Those are the things Doc Eiselen
er, and for that reason, I look for sees for the future.
some real cut-throat competition for
1944 should, at least, be an inter
Ear Eastern trade," remarked Pro
esting year.
fessor Eiselen.
For his last little look into the fu
ture, Doc Eiselen stated that he felt
American fighting men should and
would be allowed to vote. "It should
come about as an American princi
ple."- he said. "Polls have shown
that a soldier vote would aid Roose
velt. and that may be why Congress
is against it, but our fighting men
should be allowed to vote if at all
possible."
BETTER TEAM WORK
Cooking backwards, Eiselen listed
the three most important develop
ments of the year 1943, as the de
velopment of better United Nations
(earn work, the overthrow of the
Axis in the Mediterranean, and the
stepping up of the air attack against
Germany.

Because of the series of confer
ences, starting at Casablanca early

Fox California
"TRUE TO LIFE"

Now Showing

SUellnkticatio+i

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Dr. Tully C. Knoles
President of College of the Pacific

Stagg to Stanford
(Continued from page 1)

Your WSSF Donations
Are Helping Soviets

more roam the coast was indeed
news and with "Double A" Stagg at
Students in the Soviet Union are
the helm, it deserved the big break
continuing their studies despite all
that Stern gave it.
that the war has brought to their
The only trouble was, Stern, on
country, some of them even return
the coast to broadcast the Rose
ing from the front to receive their
Bowl game the following day, was
degrees. This is the report received
a bit previous. Stanford's General
from the World Student Service
Manager, A1 Masters, who should
Fund, the student war relief agency
know, stated the next day:
which is now a participating service
•No one here knows anything
of the National War Fund. It is the
about it. We'll probably resume foot
channel through which American
ball in September if the war ends
students have given aid to student
first. If the war does end, the coach
victims of war in China, the U.s
as far as I know will be either MarS.R., Europe, North Africa, Canada
chie Schwartz or Jim Lawson, or
and the U.S., now in its seventh
both. Much as I appreciate the work
year of work.
of Mr. Stagg, I'm sure we would not
Before the war a great network
steal him from the College of the
of universities, institutes, technical
Pacific."
schools and academies covered the
STAGG STILL AT C. O. P.
Soviet Union. The government spent
So said Stanford's A1 Masters, and
tremendous sums in building and
as far as anyone knows at the pres- j
equipping educational institutions.
ent time, Amos Alonzo Stagg will
A student body of 600,000, drawn
still be coaching his Pacific Tigers
from all the peoples and nationalin 1944.
ities of the U.S.S.R., attended 700
Meanwhile, Mr Stagg, in Los An
colleges scattered over the whole
geles to attend a Los Angeles Times
country. The students in technical
sports banquet and the Rose Bowl
institutes numbered more than 700,game, on his way back east for(cel000. To these figures can be added
ebrations honoring him at the Un
hundreds of thousands of young
iversity of Chicago and in New
men or women who worked for di
York, was giving the Army a roast
plomas
through
correspondence
ing for its failure to hold up its
courses. The total number of col
end, along with the Navy, in keep
lege students reached the two mil
ing alive the college grid sport.
lion mark.
Said Stagg at the Times banquet:
The war brought drastic changes..
We who love football, owe our gra- 1
Demolition bombs wrecked the
titude to the Navy, which was wiser
stately buildings of Moscow Univer
than its people probably knew. I
sity. The Germans turned the splen
wish I could say the same for the
did old university buildings in Kiev,
Army. I wrote my old classmate,
Minsk and Odessa into stables and
Henry L. Stimson, asking him to
brothels. Thousands of students,
include football in the Army train
both men and women, took their
ing program. He replied that he
[ places behind guns, in hospitals, in
had asked the men in charge of!
factories.
Army athletics about the suggestion j
• The Soviet government was far- ;
and that they told him other plans
sighted enough to see, however, that
had been made."
j the work of its universities was of
ARMY MADE MISTAKE
the first importance to the war ef
"I think the Army made a great
fort. Students were therefore al
mistake," concluded the w h i t e
lowed the option of exemption from
haired coach.
military service, on the condition
After his annual trip to the east.
that they complete the required four
Mr Stagg will return to the Pacific
years' work in three or even two
campus sometime in February, to
years. Many students and profes
prepare for the Tiger's 1944 grid
sors waived this right and joined
season.
the Red Army or the guerillas; but
I many others realized that their
greatest contribution could be made
by completing their higher studies.
(Continued from page 6)

That's Life

Pictured above is President Tully
bye. Not a bad custom. As if it
C. Knoles of College of the Pacific, were a vacuum cleaner the dark
whose annual New Year's message rectangles absorbed the kakhi, ob
to the men and women of Pacific, literated it from view.
The dusty station, the cypress
students and faculty alike, appears
trees soon disappeared. The wheels
on page one of this issue of the Pa
went around.
The humoresque
cific Weekly. With College of the rhythm became monotonous, tiring.
Pacific taken over by the Navy, and All disappeared before sleepy eyes.
hundreds of V-12 students currently

Bengals Prepare
(Continued from page 3)
gers have a more versatile offense
now and if they can get going in
some fast company, they should be
ready for California at Berkeley on
December 22.

studying on the campus before go
ing

on

to

Officers'

school,

AS ALWAYS

Dr.

Knoles' message has even more sig
nificance than usual in this war
year.

Friedberger's

Let's Meet At

Jewelry for the Service

Rose
Pharmacy

Man and Co-ed
Main Street
3216 Pacific Ave.

ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS
Pacific Avenue

DuBois
D r y Cleaners

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
I® spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

We Are Here for Your
Convenience, Service Men
34 Harding Way, Stockton

Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Ave.
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nowfail Winter Formal
fill Be Attended By
fpsilons and Guests
nsilons and their guests will
beneath a silver-studded midbblue sky when the traditional
ter "Snowfall" Formal, honorhe new pledges, will be held at
House, Saturday evening, Jang A silvery moon will shed its
and the floor will be banked

Tha engagement of Mary Winsor
to George L. Ford was announced
ELAINE PETERSON, Editor
at the annual formal dinner at the
Pacific Co-operative House on Mon
day night, Dec. 21. A five-pound
(Continued from page 3)
tray of candy was passed, bearing
ten yard line, while another sailed the card, "Betrothed, Mary and
high, wide and handsome over the George."
safety man's head.
Miss Winsor is the daughter of

Doty Sports

Closing out the football season,
snow.
only one bowl game turned out as
Irons and patronesses will be
it was supposed to. That one was
onH Madames Edward Betz,
•s. and
.
' the second best of the day, New OrWelch and Louis Windmill-1
*
"
er'
leans Sugar Bowl thriller, in which
favored Georgia Tech eked out a
;neral Chairman is Jean Hall, 20-18 win over Tulsa.
her committees include the fol- WHERE WAS STEVE?
ng: Decorations, Marilyn ShepBest game of the day was easily
(chairman), Jeanne Davis, Steve Van Buren's and DSP's upset
ara MacNider, Rose Ann Chat- of the Tefcas Aggies, 19 to 14, in the
Sally Rinehart, Jean Agers, Orange Bowl. What hapened to that
garet Ernst, Florence Dwelley, boy when the All American honors
Verle Goble; Refreshments, were passed out?
thy Emigh (chairman), Pat
And oh, the poor, poor Rose Bowl.
[ton, Mary Flaa, Ruth Staples; Once the king of New Year's games,
ic, lone Angwin, and Maxine it now takes a back seat to the Sug
ks; Bids, Sally Rinehart and ar Bowl. Only once in the past five
ne Peterson.
or six years has Pasadena had a
embers and their guests are the better January 1 game than New
wing: Rose Ann Chatton, Bob Orleans, and that was the 1941 Stan
ford-Nebraska affair.
ict Pat Barrett, Jim Oliver;
y Flaa, Jack Mast; Iris Jane
,bs, A1 Bonnington; Verle Goble,
ik Clifford; Marcella Dobrasin,
McCaffray;

Sports Parade
(Continued from page 3)

Elaine

Peterson, wasted no time
: Hoops; Dorothy Emigh. Ed about it.
erson; Bettygene Otto, Sgt. PeLa Hood; Inez Knutson, Hank
ellas; Jane Skinner, John LundSally Rinehart, Dexter MayRuth Staples, Sibley Bush;
n Yocum, Willy Barr; Virginia
sen, Dan Terry; Wilma Meyer,
ene Egbert; Eva Marie Genuit,
Ferem; June Cooley, Johnny
sa; Patti Marble, Lt. Paul CounVera Rodoni, Lt. L. B. Loeher;
y Harding, Tom Buckman; ElKuhn, Bob Muenter; Carol Cole,
n Kelly. Audrey Cory, Jim LyJeanne Davis, Ed Coyne; CaroSmythe, Lucky Lynch; Eleanor
iams, Fred Klemenok; La Verne
Snowfall Formal, p. 4, col. 2)

Bill Lunt

in

telling them

With a packed pavilion cheering
them on, the Barracks C Wildcats
of Coach A1 Melcer s o u n d l y
swamped the overrated "boogie
woogie bugle boys" of Barracks B,
to the not so jazzy tune of 24 to 18.
Irwin Barnickol, the poor man's
Slip Madigan, was indeed a ' sad
mentor, with very little sympathy
from the crowd, who was definitely
for C all the way.
ROUGH AND RUGGED AFFAIR
The contest was rough and tough,
and the outcome was decided at the
foul line. ' Each team had eight field
goals, but Melcer's well trained boys
only missed two free throws out of
ten, while the Bees only collected
four out of ten.
Jack McNamara, the sawed-off
shotgun trainer of the Cees, whose
only missed two free throws out of
roomed with the great McCaffray,
said: "We was playing under wraps
—wait 'till we hit the Garden."

Issue
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

On Pacific Avenue

Headquarters
For Navy and
Marine Men
•

Refreshments
on the
campus
jt

*7lte Gluh
cMcuiAe
Opera tod by
W
Student Help
"WHIRJ YOU MEET
•VXBTBODY"

Mary Winsor Passes
Candy at Co-op

(Continued from page 1)
ten. The former was the best musi
cal Hollywood has done since Fred
Waring's "Varsity Show," while the
latter had almost every top MGM
star, including the singing of Lena
Horn, and she is tops.
WHAT, NO "HUMAN COMEDY"?
Readers who appreciate the more
artistic types of motion picture, will
probably blow a fuse that such
shows as "Watch on the Rhine",
"Ox-Box Incident," "Spitfire," "The
Human Comedy", "Shadow of a
Doubt", "Keeper of the Flame", and
other worthy pictures, have been
left off. But those ten stand out best
in my memory.
A couple of other opinions find
"Claudia" the most disappointing
picture, after the way it was done
on the stage here.

Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Winsor of Lodi.
She is the president of Pacific Co
operative House, and a former mem
ber of Alpha Gamma Sigma, Jr.
College Honor Society. In the past,
she also held office in Beta Beta
Beta, national Biological Science
Honor Society. She is now a mem
ber of the All-College Honor So
ciety.

Alpha Theta Holds Annual
Chocolate Party Despite
War Shortage

The traditional "Chocolate Party"
will be the theme for Alpha Theta's
Pledge Dance Saturday night. Don't
gasp! We know chocolate is some
thing that very few people see,
much less get to taste. However,
tradition will be carried on and the
Alpha Thetas and their pledges will
be carrying in the chocolate to their
George L. Ford, son of Mrs. Anna guests.
Patrons and patronesses are Dr.
Ford of Carnegie, Oklahoma, is past
president of the Pacific Cooperative and Mrs. Ralph Eckert, Mr. and
House, and also of the chemical Mrs. Kenneth Stocking and Miss
Honor Society, Ortho Meta Prar. He Nancy Toms and guest.
General Chairman for the affair
is a member of Alpha Kappa Phi
fraternity. He is employed as chem is Dolores Perry. Her committee
ist by Westvaco Chlorine Products chairmen and members are as fol
at Newark, California. He was grad lows: Decorations, Barbara Good
uated from College of the Pacific win (chairman), Peggy Reedy, Su
sie Giguiere, Lois Tumelty; Refresh
in June, 1943.
The wedding will take place fol ments, Betty Ferrari (chairman),
Marilyn Padula, June Day; Music,
lowing graduation.
Patsy Curtis; Bids, Mary Jane
Yardley.

Krioles Clan Gathers
For Holidays
The Tully Knoles Seniors were
visited by various members of
their family during the holidays.
Among those present were: Dr. and
Mrs. Georfee Knoles with their two
children Ann and Alice of Palo Al
to; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Knoles and
sons Peter and Michael, also of Palo
Alto; Mr. and Mrs. E. R. McCallister
of San Mateo; Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Knoles and their daughter Adrian
of Pacific Grove. Mrs. Tully Knoles
was accompanied by children Gail
and Leslie. Tully Knoles Jr. is over
seas with the American Red Cross.
Ensign and Mrs. Leslie Knoles and
young son Richard were also pres
ent. Ensign Knoles is a skipper on
Mine Sweeper Merit-99.

Not Even Love
Could Keep
Them Warm

Members of Epsilon house didn't
get a warm and cheerful welcome
on returning from vacation. That's
really a literal statement; the heat
ing system had a deficiency! A
valve was missing, and, because of
lack of material, wasn't replaced
until Wednesday. The seats before
the fire-place became popular, as a
typing student and several other
girls transferred their studies to the
living room. The opinion was voiced
that many girls would be "frequent
ing the library before Wednesday,
and they hadn't done that for
years!" (That statement was prob
ably made before it was known the
library was a little cooler this week
than usual.) Epsilon's house-man
ager, Peggy Hurt, nestled a little
Miss Barbara Baxley, Epsilon mo,re closely into her sweater as she
Lambda Sigma, was recently hon made the chilly remark. "It's frus
ored by her sorority sisters, at an trating, to say the leastF'
informal reception after the con
cluding performance of "The Eve committees included the following:
of St. Mark."
Decorations, Rose Ann Chatton

Epsilon Honors
Barbara Baxley

The sorority welcomed members
of the cast, their professors and
friends, and during the course of
the informal evening, refreshments
were served.
Mary Deane Lindsley was in
charge of all arrangements, and her

(chairman), Marcella Dobrasin. Ma
ry Flaa; Food, Jeanne Hall (chair
man), Verle Goble, Jean Agers, Iris
Jane Jacobs; Serving, Dorothy
Emigh (chairman), lone Anguin,
Marilyn Sheppard, Florence Dwel
ley, and Elaine Peterson.
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That's Life

2)ayd Reyo+uH Recall

By PEARL ST

There was a time when uniforms caused excitement
among campus circles, when ice cream lived up to its
name, when co-eds stood and cried over the ERC boys
that two Greyhounds took away, when couples went to
the Mardi Gras dressed as Mint Juleps, when jeeps car
ried eager civilians around the campus on Bond Frolic
Day, when fraternities laughingly prepared for the meta
morphosis into barracks, when a heterogeneous group
of service men formed a unified football team that start
led the nation, when silver haloed A. A. humbly received
the "Coach of the Year" nomination, when McCaffray
was chosen All-American.
And it all happened within the short span of 1943!
Little Year, you've had a busy time.
You've brought Pacificites a conglomeration of com
plex situations, emotions and viewpoints that would do
any variety show proud.
You've made Old Timers nostalgic over the Past, and
abruptly and humorously thrust an absorbing and rollick
ing Present under our noses.
And we've loved it. We've learned a lot by watching
the changes in your countenance.
We've learned to take WAR in our stride—which, at
present, is the most important protection on our youthful
armor. We've learned to say Hello and Goodbye without
shrinking. We've learned to catch hold of the Silver Lin
ing with eager hands.
In short, 1943, we have learned to look back without
bitterness—and ahead without fear.

Oh boy, was he lucky; ^
furlough for Christmas vacati}
could hardly wait. Fourteen
made even that bratty
sound good. The train
move fast enough. The scenes
wouldn't blur. The jokes
and the food was WorSe
couldn't Eastman do 30tBa
about moving the trains that"
moving and make the little J
go 'round faster?
There's no rush. Why, ^
had ten days at home. And
of how long ten days were at
An eon, an eternity—of ano
Could it be? Oh no. Yes, iti
Home! Not much to be seenj
the train window. Flat dusty j
form, laden baggage truck, as
ling of people—only a few in j,
Over to the right the two tali
press trees that no one tends ,
that seem to thrive in spite of
CONFUSED GREETINGS

Siefu!
The present supercharged atmosphere that hovers over
Russo-Polish relations seems to be of paramount interest
to world on-lookers.
Because the voltage isn't going to become less.
And the intellectual batteries of Germany, Britain,
the U. S., and of course, Poland and Russia will soon need
recharging after exhausting attempts to solve the prob
lem.
Germany is tripping over the tail between her legs.
Britain is settling her monocle under questioning brows
because she took up the banner of Polish integrity as her
entrance into the war. The United States views develop
ments with confused emotions pro and con, and plays host
to an ever-growing suspicion that Soviet peace table plans
will be potent, fearful and wonderful. Poland, exhausted
and bewildered, shakes feeble fists at both Germany and
Russia.
And Russia, the only country in the world where a
revolution was or could be successful, views the situation
with the same stolidity she has in looking back on the
bloody revolution. It simply had to be.
A mammoth hunk of country where a Muscovite in
tellectual and a Siberian clad in animal skins are of one
mind—one driving, terrifyingly clear, sole-purposed mind,
is not to be easily deterred from its so-called duty.
Poland, according to Moscow has always been Russian.
It has sifted through Soviet hands several times, but, in
keeping with "Polish minority" and "once Russian always
Russian" traditions, the Red-handed grip on that part of
the small nation in dispute held by the Red Army grows
stronger.
However, no predictions are in order with the excep
tion that Mr. Hull will reach for the aspirin bottle more
than onoe with Midolajczyk, Polish government-in-exile
President's fiery eyes on one hand, his own "no boundary
dispute settlements until armistice" conscience in the mid
dle, and Marshal Stalin's moustaches twitching in a "find
ers-keepers" snit, on the other.

By NANCY KAISER

College life resumed again! It almost seemed too good to be
true last week to be able to roll over in bed in the morning and
sneak down under the covers without that feeling of "Gee, why
didn't I study all my lessons last night?"
DAYS SHORTENED

Although the holiday vacation was slightly speeded this season
with only one week of free time—actually ten whole days—we are
all fortunate that we did have that
—

much time. After all, with things
happening fast as they are in the
world of today, we don't want to
be left behind. To prove that, we
are all going to our regular Friday
classes again tomorrow to make up
for the loss of time.
FREE MEALS
The sailors and marines were all
glad to get back into the home ties
Lucy Harding once again, although it was only
..Jeanne Davis temporarily. How good it seemed
to them to have their meals once
more without military jurisdiction.
Rumors are even heard that some
of the more fortunate ones were
able to have Christmas breakfast in
bed—and they weren't ill either. It
was just a Christmas treat from
Mom.
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W.A.A. Basketball
Schedule
This month's basketball schedule
for the Women's Athletic Associa
tion has been completed, and the
competition between the different
girls' houses is in full swing.
PLANS POSTED
Athletic
representatives
from
each living group wil play off their
competitors, and at the season's end
the winning scores will be compiled.
The January schedule is as follows:
Tuesday, Jan. 4—Alpha Theta ver
sus Co-op and Manor Dorm versus
Epsilon.

Thursday, Jan. 6 —Tau Kappa
versus Town Girls and Alpha Theta
versus Dormitory.
GREMLINS
Of course, some people weren't so
Tues, Jan. 11—Co-op and Manor
fortunate, and they were ill with versus Tau Kappa Epsilon versus
that nasty work of the gremlin in Town Girls.
fluenza. But as we look around and
Thurs., Jan. 13—Alpha Theta ver
see all our friends with rosy cheeks sus Epsilon j Co-op and Manor ver
and clear eyes once more, we see sus Town girls.
that the epidemic has pretty well
Tues., Jan. 18—Dormitory versus
quieted down with the coming of
Tau Kappa; Alpha Theta versus
the new year.
Town Girls.
The fellows also missed their
Thurs., Jan. 20—Co-op and Manor
daily calisthenics and seemed a lit
versus
Epsilon; Dormitory versus
tle rusty on Monday morning, but
Town Girls.
most of them are in shape again.
Tues., Jan. 25—Alpha Theta ver
Oh, yes, the co-eds went home for
a vacation too, and apparently they sus Tau Kappa; Co-op and Manor
versus Dormitory.
too enjoyed happy holidays.
Thurs., Jan. 27 —Epsilon versus
:cha
Tau Kappa.
ents and singing of
or carols and the
traditional Christmas dinner — a ance not with the usual gaiety and
new year was seen in the offing.
brightness but with great anxiety
And then the year 1943 faded into and wondering of what 1944 will
the past anij 1944 made its appear- bring.

The band wasn't there, but a
and dad and the kid '
They looked a lot better
music. The train squealed toas
Kakhi-clad kids poured fromtt*
tie dark rectangles as if the stu
would never stop. Oreetingn
so confused that half of them ft
their fathers and shook hands i
their mothers to the delight
chagrin of everyone concerned
Then — home — in the most t
al sense of the word. The old
the old dog, the smoke-smearedl
place, and the colorful but
often disturbed bookcase, p
the kitchen could be heard I
sister trying to be helpful
mom wouldn't have to s
much time preparing the hit
feast. Any time of the year i
time when the wandering boyst
home. Any time. . .
But this time was different ti
boy dressed differently. Yeah
sofa was just as soft, and
mom. But suddenly the who!i
seemed too soft. His kid sister
too much of a kid.
HE REMEMBERED
Before going to this officer's Ifl
ing outfit our kakhi-coveredlj
had seen service, real service, fj
ice that would be remember^
every thinking moment by the
thud that characterized the
body that one couldn't turn
to see, by water still salty
newly pink by a dilution with'
salty but more valuable hums'
uid.
The padding of the dog's P
Pat's dress should have be®'
bols of home and comfort a® j
But once thought of they *
divorce themselves from tM
yet too old symbolism. Suddf
wanted to destroy the dog, ^
dress, and yes—even the fpt
served no purpose, they k®
reality. Perhaps it would be
-they never did. . • •
Dad is a good hard-worki®?
but he's almost forgotten wM
working for. It's just a hat® ^
Mom is kind and gentle and •
cook. Sometimes I think sW
only person here with a Pu ^
He slippqd deeper into tWj
stuffed chair. My goodness
am I thinking?
LIFE WAS "NORMAL"
Dinner was good. The c° j
tion superficial. About
J
beds and nothing of rea' J
cance. The ideas he had * 1
first came home slipped aW®J
nothingness under the Pre" J
a home-cooked meal, a
and Pat's sense of humor,
easy—"normal."
Who said ten days was ^
time? You're kidding. xt's
train time.
^
Like a movie run on the
everything was backwa !
deep chair, and the sofa '
more. The dog disappear*0shook hands. Mom was kk*^
(See That's Life, page

J

